




SHERENE MELINDA is a contemporary London-based designer handbag brand that innovatively blends 

a vibrant and sophisticated style, with a playful yet elegant edge. The brands signature collection of 

luxurious and ethical springbok hair-on-hide handbags is contrasted and complimented with a new 

range of embellished handbags featuring cone-shaped studs. 

Creative Director Sherene has a keen eye for detail and inspirational design talent, along with a 

background in technology and business. Using her South African heritage and her cosmopolitan 

London lifestyle as a source of inspiration she has created a niche collection of unique handbags 

offered in a variety of distinctive eye-catching textures and shades.

SHERENE MELINDA has been featured in publications such as Vogue, Tatler, Marie Claire, Elle and the 

esteemed Collezioni Accessori. The handbags have been seen on the runways of London Fashion Week 

and featured alongside other contemporary brands during Paris and New York Fashion Weeks.  The 

luxury handbag brand was founded in 2013 and has since developed a loyal UK following and a

growing international customer base. SHERENE MELINDA is set to make further strides in 2020 through 

building on a well-established reputation by expanding its products and markets.

This collection of four new designs embraces colours and features that set it apart from previous years. 

Structured styling enhanced with either ethical hair-on-hide or studded embellishments offers a range 

of exquisite and desirable handbags with a glamorous twist.



TOP HANDLE BAG

Dimensions: 26cm x 20cm x 14cm / 10.24” x 7.87” x 5.51”

A medium/large trapezoidal shaped handbag with two equal zipped compartments. 
Featuring a structured top handle and a detachable silver-coloured metal chain 
strap. Handbag includes inside zipped pocket, Mobile/pen/lipstick pouch and a 
detachable keyring attachment. Offered with a full leather interior and a fan or a 
stripe hair-on-hide feature.

Colour range includes: baby blue, cocoa brown, navy blue, slate grey





CLUTCH

Dimensions: 25cm x 15cm x 2cm / 9.84” x 5.91” x 0.79”

A small flat clutch and shoulder bag with one main zipped compartment. Includes a fine 
detachable silver-coloured chain shoulder bag strap, an inside zipped pocket and three 
bank card slots. Offered with a full leather interior and a fan or a stripe 
hair-on-hide feature.

Colour range includes: baby blue, crimson red, fuchsia, navy blue, orange,
sunflower yellow







The Studded Collection

SHERENE MELINDA is proud to introduce the new seasons entire collection of distinctive handbags 
with a striking studded feature. These designs maintain the exceptional quality of both workmanship 
and materials that SHERENE MELINDA has become known for, offering something new and 
contemporary by way of the silver cone shaped studs.

The studded collection is available in a range of colourways.





TOTE

Dimensions: 28cm x 34cm x 7cm / 11.02” x 13.39” x 2.76”

A medium/large rectangular shaped handbag with one main compartment and a hidden 
magnetic flap closure. Features leather shoulder bag handles, a large inside zipped 
pocket, a mobile/pen/lipstick pouch and a detachable keyring attachment. Offered 
with a full leather interior and a fan or a stripe hair-on-hide feature.

Colour range includes: cocoa brown, deep purple, navy blue, slate grey 



SMALL MESSENGER BAG

Dimensions: 15cm x 18cm x 4cm / 5.91” x 7.09” x 1.57”

A small upright rectangular shaped handbag with one main zipped compartment. Features 
a fine silver-coloured crossbody chain strap, an inside zipped pocket and a mobile/pen/
lipstick pouch. Offered with a full leather interior and a fan or a stripe hair-on-hide 
feature.

Colour range includes: baby blue, cocoa brown, deep purple, slate grey, sunflower yellow





The handbags are made using ethical springbok hair-on-hide and Italian nappa 
leather with an interior lining of soft natural eco-friendly leather.
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